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Eminent Guests 

No more Genocide, No more War! 

- From Forgiveness to Awakening Humanity - 

 

Jean-Paul Samputu 
Samputu is a singer, songwriter, and musician from Rwanda. He has 

established himself as one of the most prominent African artists on the 

world stage. A winner of the prestigious Kora Award (the "African 

Grammy") in 2003, he travels the world as a cultural ambassador for 

Rwanda, bringing to his audiences not only traditional African singing, 

dancing, and drumming, but also a message of peace and reconciliation. A 

survivor of the genocide in Rwanda, Samputu takes us to the most 

positive place of humanity through his spirit and graciousness. More than 

a talented and inspiring musician, Samputu is a model for anyone who 

wants to make a difference in this world today. 

 

Sunggon Kim Ph.D 
Dr. Sunggon Kim is a politician and philanthropist who engages in the 

peace movement, in particular he has contribute to building a peace 

among multi-religions around the world. He has been awarded numerous 

prizes for religion and human rights, and serves on the boards of number 

of organizations ranging from the fine arts to those committed to peace-

building. He currently takes on a president of the UN International Day of 

Peace event in Republic of Korea. 

*Chairman of The Peace 

*Former member of the National Assembly of Korea 

  

Ven. Chung-Ohun Lee Ph.D 
Ven. Dr. Chung Ohun Lee is the Supreme Council of Won Buddhism, 

spiritual teacher, visionary activist and international leader in the 

movement of interreligious dialogue and cooperation. As a frequent 

speaker and representative at the United Nations since 1992, Chung has 

been privileged to work with the 5th, 6th, 7th and 8th Secretary General 

of the United Nations. 

*Co-president of Religions for Peace 

*Member of the Visionary Group in World Friends for New Civilization 

*Former Chair of the Committee of Religious NGOs at the UN 

 

Jude Currivan Ph.D 

Dr Jude Currivan is a cosmologist, planetary healer, futurist, author and 

previously one of the most senior business women in the UK. She has 

experienced multidimensional realities since early childhood and worked 

with the wisdom keepers both incarnate and discarnate of many 

traditions. Jude integrates leading edge science, research into 

consciousness and universal wisdom teachings into a wholistic 

wholeworld-view. This underpins her work aimed at enabling 

transformational and emergent resolutions to our collective planetary 

issues, raising awareness and empowering fundamental change and 

sustainable solutions to global problems. 



Program Agenda 

Time Program Description 

09:30-10:00 Departure 
Departure Venue 

Capital Hotel 

10:00-11:00  Moving from Seoul to Paju by Bus 

11:00-11:20 Networking Coffee Networking with participants 

11:20-12:00 Opening Plenary Setting Scene with Inspiring Stories 

12:00-12:15 Peace Pray 4F, Odusan Unification Tower 

12:15-13:00 Lunch & Free Tour Sandwich will be offered 

13:00-14:00 Peace Dialogue Guests dialogues 

14:00-14:30 Peace Concert Samputu band 

 

 

 

Summary of the Peace Dialogue 

The Korean Peninsula is the site of a great deal of tension. There are very real concerns among 

the populations that these times may be the lead-up to a 2nd Korean War. Given the presence 

of nuclear capabilities, this is raising the fearful specter of a bloody and genocidal nuclear war. 

     It is with a view to preventing further escalation of rhetoric and possible genocide, and 

answering a call to address very real fears of the Korean populations on all sides in the 

peninsula, that the Won Buddhist Community of South Korea is working to secure a meeting 

with diverse religious leaders, cultural and political agents of change, from within the Peninsula 

as well as those representing the international community. 

     This Peace Dialogue in Paju is the first step towards global peace campaign of 

‘Awakening Humanity’ to prevent genocide and atrocity crime around the world based, on  

forgiveness campaign which is one of the greatest peace movement in Rwanda. Hence, this 

dialogue is a start point of the global peace movement from Forgiveness to Awakening 

Humanity. 

 

Forgiveness is the most powerful underutilized weapon against terrorism and atrocities 

Awakening Humanity is the only possible solution against terrorism and atrocities. 

 


